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Appendix A. Selected Questions during Informal Discussions with Two (2) 
NUS Academic Staff Teaching CET Courses 

 
1. [CET] Can you briefly describe the CET course that you teach? Is there a PET course that is similar 

to this CET course in terms of content and learning outcomes? How are they different? 
 

2. [PET/CET] The course that you teach is an existing course within the curriculum structure of a 
full-time programme, but is now delivered to both PET and CET students in the same classroom 
(online delivery during the pandemic), and students attempt the same assessments. Do you 
make any changes to the learning outcomes, content, and/or assessment methods? Why? 

 
3. [CET] How would you characterize students in your course in terms of: 

a. Academic readiness 
b. Ability to cope with the course expectations 
c. Motivation 
d. Course performance 
e. Challenges unique to CET students 

 
4. [PET/CET] Do you observe any differences among the PET and CET students in your course in 

terms of: 
a. Academic readiness 
b. Ability to cope with the course expectations 
c. Motivation 
d. Course performance 
e. Challenges unique to CET students 

 
5. [CET] What type of support is there for CET students in your course? 

 
6. [PET/CET] What type of support is there for students in your course? Are these support 

provisions the same/differentiated? 
 

7. [CET] Is there groupwork involved? Are there issues reported by students with groupwork for 
course assignments? 

 
8. [PET/CET] Is there groupwork involved? Do PET/CET students form homogenous groups (i.e. PET 

students with PET students; CET students with CET students) or is the group composition mixed? 
Is this a deliberate decision by the instructor? Do you observe any issues with groupwork 
(especially for mixed groups)? 

 
9. [CET] With respect to lesson planning and delivery, do you adopt teaching strategies that are 

different from those for a PET classroom?  
 

10. [PET/CET] With respect to lesson planning and delivery, do you adopt teaching strategies that 
are different from those you employed when previously teaching the same course to full-time 
students only? 

 
 
 
 
 


